
This is the code for 
a 40cm Medium Drum 
shade in Swan satin 
with a Silver metallic
liner.

XX Fabric Number
WI  White
GD Gold
BZ Bronze 
SI Silver

How to...
BUILD A HARD SHADE

Now you have chosen your product
from our range of base only pendants, 
wall lights or table and oor lamps 

*Restrictions apply. To view our full range of shades
and options, please refer to the index on pages 319–321

4. CREATE YOUR CUSTOM CODE
a customised shade code should only be hyphenated 
between the inner and outer colours as shown below

1. SELECT YOUR SHADE
choose your base code on pages 319–321

5. PLACE YOUR ORDER
after you’ve built your shade, visit one of our approved retailers: 

davidhuntlighting.co.uk/stockists

3. SELECT YOUR INNER COLOUR
from any fabric option or alternatively
a white or unique metallic laminate* 

Silk Dupion Satin LinenSilk Satin

WI GD BZ SIXX

Step 1. 2. 3.

 DRM4016-SI

shade separate
choose your shade

on page 287

2. SELECT YOUR OUTER COLOUR
from our luxurious silks, satins or linens on page 310

311



Cloud

19

Graphite

21

310

Ivory

ire  y range

Bone

White

Sea Mist Gold

Citron

Limestone

Gold Metallic

Taupe

Peony

Marshmallow

Bronze Metallic

Truf  e

Olive Green

Slate Grey

Silver Metallic

Silver Grey

French Navy

Charcoal

Black

15 41

11 35 71 76 04 22

01 72 39 37

Our 100% silk dupion is a natural handwoven fabric, unmistakable by a richness and variety of colour and texture.
The fibre’s triangular structure acts as a prism that refracts light giving the surface of the fabric a lustrous sheen.
As a natural fi bre the texture and slub of silk dupion is characterised by variations and irregularities in the shade and weave.

SILK DUPION
(Price Band A)

LINEN
(Price Band B)

SHADE LAMINATES

SATIN
(Price Band A)

SILK SATIN
(Price Band B)

Swan Ballet PinkAlmond Cream TealCopper Oxide

16 06 0518 20

07 08 09 10

ade from  linen, this fabric carries an elegant and subtle matt sheen. inen is a natural fabric made from the  ax plant. 
ne of nature s strongest fi bres, its threads have variable lengths that contribute directly to its overall strength and longevity.

WI GD BZ SI

A soft and smooth fabric produced 
using a combination of cotton and 
polyester fibres, combed to 
create a luxurious satin finish. 

Our soft ballet pink and teal 
satin fabrics are woven using 

 natural silk fi bres.



This is the code for 
a 30cm knife pleated 
shade in Olive Green silk 
with a gold taffeta lining

PLK Knife Pleat
PLB Box Pleat
PLG Gathered Pleat

TI Ivory
TG  GoldTI TG

How to...
BUILD A PLEATED SHADE

Now you have chosen your product
from our range of base only pendants, 
wall lights or table and  oor lamps 

*Restrictions apply. To view our full range of shades
and options, please refer to the index on page 321

4. CREATE YOUR CUSTOM CODE
a customised shade code should only be hyphenated 
between the inner and outer colours as shown below

1. SELECT YOUR SHADE & PLEAT STYLE 
choose your base code on pages 321

5. PLACE YOUR ORDER
after you’ve built your shade, visit one of our approved retailers: 

davidhuntlighting.co.uk/stockists

3. SELECT YOUR INNER COLOUR

Step 1. 2. 3.

PLK3076-TG

shade separate
choose your shade

on page 287

2. SELECT YOUR OUTER COLOUR
from our luxurious silk dupion range on page 312 or 
contact our dedicated sales team for bespoke options

313

15 41

11 35 71 76 04 22

01 72 39 37



312

Ivory

15

Peony

71

French Navy

04

Olive Green

76

Black

22

Truf  e

72

Sea Mist Gold

41

ire  y range

11

Silver Grey

39

Citron

35

Taupe

01

Charcoal

37

Our 100% silk dupion is a natural handwoven fabric, 
unmistakable by a richness and variety of colour and texture.
The fibre’s triangular structure acts as a prism that refracts 

light giving the surface of the fabric a lustrous sheen.
As a natural fi bre the texture and slub of silk dupion is characterised 

by variations and irregularities in the shade and weave.

Our taffeta linings are a crisp, smooth woven fabric made from a silk and ac-
etate polyester mix. There are two distinct types of silk taffeta: yarn-dyed and 
piece-dyed. Piece-dyed taffeta is often used in linings and is soft to the touch. 

The word is Persian in origin and means twisted woven.

SILK DUPION
(Price Band A)

TAFFETA LININGS
(For Pleated Shades)

Ivory Gold

TI TG




